SECTION 1. EXPOSITION OF THE THEORY OF PERCEPTION

A.

k. 1. Saluting Him, who is the personification of the means of
cognition, who seeks the benefit of [all] living beings, who is
the teacher, the sugata, the protector, I shall, for the purpose of
establishing the means of valid cognition, compose the [Pramäna-]samuccaya, uniting here under one head my theories
scattered [in many treatises].1

At 2 the beginning of the treatise, here [in this verse], I express praise in honor of
the Worshipful [Buddha] in order to produce in [the hearts of] men faith in Him
who, because of His perfection in cause (hetu) and effect (phala), is to be regarded as the personification of the means of cognition (pramäna-bhüta).3 There
[in the above statement], "cause" means perfection in intention (äsaya) and perfection in practice (prayoga). Perfection in intention means the [Buddha's]
taking as His purpose the benefit of [all] living beings (jagad-dhitaisitä). Perfection in practice means [His] being the [true] teacher (sästrtva) because He
teaches all people. "Effect" means the attainment of His own objectives
(svärtha) as well as those of others (parärtha). Attainment of His own objectives
is [evidenced] by [His] being sugata in the following three senses: 4 (i) that of being praiseworthy (prasastatva), as is a handsome person (surüpa),5 (ii) the sense
of being beyond a return [to samsära] (apunar-ävrtty-artha), as one who is fully
cured of a fever (sunasta-jvara), and (iii) the sense of being complete (nihsesärtha),
as is ajar wholly filled (supürna-ghata). These three senses [of His title "sugata"]
distinguish the Buddha's attainment of His own objectives from that of nonBuddhists of subdued passions (vita-räga), from the attainment of those who are
undergoing religious training (saiksa), and from that of those who are no longer
in need of religious training (asaiksa).6 Attainment of the objectives of others is
[seen from His] being a protector (täyitva) in the sense of [His] saving the world.
Saluting the teacher who is endowed with such merits, the author will compose
the Pramänasamuccaya or the Collected Writings on the Means of Cognition by
gathering [passages] from the Nyäyamukha and other of his treatises 7 in order
to establish the means of valid cognition. The purpose [of the work] is to reject
the theories concerning the means of cognition maintained by others and to
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elucidate the virtues in his own theories concerning the means of cognition,8
since there are divergent opinions with regard to [the nature, number, object, and
result of] the means of cognition,9 on which depends the clear understanding of
the object to be cognized.10
B. Now,
k. 2a-bi. the means of cognition are [immediate and mediate,
namely,] perception (pratyaksd) and inference (anumäna).11
They are only two, 12 because
k. 2b2-ci. the object to be cognized has [only] two aspects.13
Apart from the particular {sva-laksand) and the universal {sämänya-laksana)
there is no other object to be cognized, and we shall prove that perception has
only the particular for its object and inference only the universal.14
What 15 , then, of those [cognitions] which cognize a thing of color, etc., in such
an aspect as evanescent, etc., 16 or which repeatedly {asakri) cognize one and the
same object? 17
Certainly there are such cognitions, but
k. 2c2-di. there is no [need for admitting an] other separate
means of cognition for [cognizing] the combination of the [two]
above-mentioned [aspects of the object]; 18
[In the case of the cognition which cognizes a thing of color, etc., as noneternal,
firstly,] one cognizes the inexpressible particularity {avyapadesya=svalaksana)
and the universal {sämänya-laksana), color-ness {vamatva). Then, by means of the
operation of the mind {manas), one relates [the color-ness] to [the universal,]
noneternity (anityata), and expresses [the resulting cognition in the judgment]
"the thing of color, or the like, is noneternal." 19 Hence [for this kind of cognition] there is no need of any other means of cognition.
k. 2d2-3a. nor [is there any need for a separate means of cognition] in the case of recognizing {abhijnäna) [an object] again
and again; 20
Although there are cognitions which repeatedly cognize one and the same object,
[cognitions of that sort require] no [postulate of a] separate means of cognition. 21 Why?
k. 3bi. because [if a separate means of cognition were to be
accepted as necessary, then] there would occur the fallacy of
infinity {anisthä).12
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If every sort of cognizing were [to involve] a [different] means of valid cognition,
the means of valid cognition would have to be infinite in number.
k. 3b2. for instance, [such mental faculties as] recollection
(smrta) and the like [would have to be recognized as separate
means of valid cognition].22
The word "smrta" [in the verse] has the same meaning as "smrti" (recollection). 23 Such mental faculties as recollection, desire (icchd), anger (dvesa), etc.,
since they operate on an object once cognized, are not independent means of
valid cognition. So, here [recognition should not be considered as a separate
means of valid cognition].24
C. Among these [two means of cognition]
k. 3c. perception (pratyaksa) is free from conceptual construction (kalpana);25
The cognition in which there is no conceptual construction is perception. What,
then, is this conceptual construction?
k. 3d. the association of name (nämari), genus (jäti), etc. [with
a thing perceived, which results in verbal designation of the
thing]. 26
In the case of arbitrary words (yadrcchä-sabda, proper nouns), a thing (artha)
distinguished by a name {nämari) is expressed by a word [such as] "Dittha." In
the case of genus-words (jäti-sabda, common nouns), a thing distinguished by a
genus is expressed by a word [such as] "go" (cow). In the case of quality-words
(guna-sabda, adjectives), a thing distinguished by a quality is expressed by a
word [such as] "sukla" (white). In the case of action-words (kriyä-sabda,
verbal nouns), a thing distinguished by an action is expressed by a word [such as]
"päcaka" (a cook, to cook). In the case of substance-words (dravya-sabda), a
thing distinguished by a substance is expressed by a word [such as] "dandin" (a
staff-bearer) or "visänin" (horned, a horn-bearer).27
Here, [with regard to action-words and substance-words,] some maintain that
what is expressed [by the words "päcaka" "dandin" etc.] is [a thing] distinguished by a relationship [such as that of an action to its agent, that of a substance to its possessor, and the like].28
On the other hand, some others hold that what is expressed [in all these
cases] is a thing qualified only by words which denote no real entity (arthasunya-sabda).29
[In any case,] that which is devoid of such conceptual construction is
perception. 30
Daa-1. For what reason, then, is it [viz., perception] called

"pratyaksa"
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[literally, belonging to each sense-organ (aksa)] and not " prativi$aya" [literally,
belonging to each object], despite the fact that it is dependent on both [the
sense-organ and the object]? 31
k. 4ab. it is named after the sense-organs because they are its
specific cause (asädhärana-hetu).32
[It is] not [named] after the object such as color, etc. The reason is that the object is common (sädhäranä) [to many cases], for it is a cause of mental cognition
(mano-vijnänd) and perceptions in other persons (anya-samtänika-vijnäna) [as
well as of one's own perception]. We find that a designation is generally by
means of a specific [cause]; for example, [we use expressions like] "the sound of
a drum" or " a sprout of barley" [to indicate a certain sound or a certain sprout,
instead of calling it "the sound of a stick" or " a sprout of the earth," although
the stick or the earth is also a cause]. 33
Thus, it is established that perception is free from conceptual construction.34
Daa-2. In an Abhidharma treatise, too, the following is stated: 35 "One who has
the ability to perceive perceives something blue {nilarh vijänäti), but does not
conceive that 'this is blue' (nilam iti vijänäti)."36 "In respect to an object, he has
the sense of the object itself (artha-samjniri), but does not possess any notion of
its name {dharma-sarhjniri)"2*1
Dab. If perception is absolutely devoid of conceptual construction, then why is
it [stated in the Abhidharma treatise] that "the five kinds of sense-cognition take
aggregates [of atoms] as their object"? 38 [An aggregate (samcita) of atoms is
cognizable only by the conceptual construction which binds together the perceptions of several individual atoms. It seems, therefore, incongruous to hold
that perception is free from conceptual construction and yet cognizes an aggregate of atoms.] Again, it is mentioned [in the Abhidharma treatise] that "these
[sense-cognitions] take a particular (svalaksana) as their object insofar as it is
the particular in the form of a [cognizable] sphere (äyatana-svalaksana) and not
in the form of a [component] substance [viz., an atom] (dravya-svalaksana)."39
How is this to be understood?
k. 4cd. there [in the above-cited Abhidharma passages], that
[perception], being caused by [the sense-organ through its contact with] many objects [in aggregation], takes the whole (sämänyd) as its sphere of operation in respect to its own object.40
Since it [viz., perception] is caused by [the sense-organ through its contact with]
many substances [viz., atoms in aggregation], it is said, in respect to its sphere of
operation, that it takes the whole as its object; but [the sense is] not [that it
operates] by conceptually constructing a unity within that which is many and
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separate.41 [Therefore, the definition that perception is free from conceptual
construction is not inconsistent with the statements in the Abhidharma treatises.]
Dae. Further, we hold: 42
k. 5. a thing possessing many properties cannot be cognized in
all its aspects by the sense. The object of the sense is the form
which is to be cognized [simply] as it is and which is inexpressible.43
Thus, in any case, perception caused by the five kinds of sense-organs is devoid
of conceptual construction (avikalpaka).
Here our distinguishing [various kinds of perception] is in response to the
view of others. However, all [kinds of perception] are indeed free from conceptual construction. 44
Db.

k. 6ab. there is also mental [perception, which is of two kinds:]
awareness of an [external] object and self-awareness of [such
subordinate mental activities as] desire and the like, [both of
which are] free from conceptual construction.45

The mental [perception] which, taking a thing of color, etc., for its object,
occurs in the form of immediate experience (anubhava) is also free from conceptual construction.46 The self-awareness (sva-samvedana) of desire, anger,
ignorance, pleasure, pain, etc., is [also recognized as] mental perception because
it is not dependent on any sense-organ.47
Dc. Likewise,
k. 6cd. the yogin's intuition of a thing in itself unassociated
(avyatibhinna) with the teacher's instruction [is also a type of
perception]. 48
The yogin's intuition which is not associated (avyavakirna) with any conceptual construction of the ägama (the authoritative words of the teachers) and
which apprehends only a thing in itself is also perception.49
Dd. If the self-awareness of desire, etc., is perception, then even the awareness
of conceptual construction (kalpanä-jnäna) should be considered as perception.50
Indeed it is so.
k. lab. even conceptual construction, when it is brought to internal awareness, is admitted [as a type of perception]. However, with regard to the [external] object, [the conceptual
construction is] not [admissible as perception], because it
conceptualizes [the object].51
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When it [viz., conceptual construction] is directed toward an object, it is not
perception, any more than desire or the like.52 However, the internal awareness
[of conceptual construction] is not [itself a conceptual construction], and hence
there is no harm [in admitting it as a type of perception].
E.

k. 7cd-8ab. erroneous cognition, cognition of empirical
reality, inference, its result, recollection, and desire are not true
perceptions and are accompanied by obscurity (sataimira).53

Erroneous cognition (bhrdnti-jndnd) is not a true perception because it arises
conceptually constructing, for example, water, etc., out of such things as vapor
floating over sand. Cognition of empirical reality (samvrti-saj-jndna) is not a true
perception because it superimposes something extraneous upon things which are
only empirically true (samvrti-sat), and thus functions through the conceptualization of forms of these [extraneous things]. Inference and [the cognition which
is] its result, etc., are not perceptions because they arise through the conceptualization of what formerly has been perceived.54
F. And
k. 8cd. [we call the cognition itself] "pramdna" [literally, a
means of cognizing], because it is [usually] conceived to include
the act [of cognizing], although primarily it is a result.55
Here we do not admit, as the realists do, that the resulting cognition (pramdnaphald) differs from the means of cognition (pramdna).56 The resulting cognition
arises bearing in itself the form of the cognized object and [thus] is understood
to include the act [of cognizing] (savydpdra). For this reason, it is metaphorically
called pramdna, the means of cognition,57 although it is [ultimately speaking]
devoid of activity (vydpdra).58 For instance, an effect is said to assume the form
of its cause when it arises in conformity with its cause, although [in fact] it is
devoid of the act [of assuming the form of its cause].59 Similar is the case with
this [resulting cognition].
G.

k. 9a. or [it can be maintained that] the self-cognition or the
cognition cognizing itself (svasamvitti) is here the result [of the
act of cognizing]—60

Every cognition is produced with a twofold appearance, namely, that of itself
[as subject] (svdbhdsa) and that of the object (visaydbhasa). The cognizing of itself as [possessing] these two appearances or the self-cognition (svasamvitti) is
the result [of the cognitive act]. 61 Why?
k. 9b. because the determination of the object (artha-niscaya)
conforms with it [viz., with the self-cognition].62
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When a cognition possessing [the form of] an object {savisayam jnänam) is
itself the object to be cognized, then, in accordance with the nature of the selfcognition, one conceives that [secondary] object {artha) as something either
desirable or undesirable.63
When, on the other hand, only an external thing is [considered to be] the
object, then
k. 9c~di. the means of cognizing it is simply [the cognition's]
having the form of the object;
For, in this case, we overlook the true nature of the cognition as that which is to
be cognized by itself, and [claim that] its having the form of a thing is our means
of knowing that [thing]. Why? Because [we may say of] the thing [that]
k. 9d2. it is known only through this [viz., through the cognition's having the form of it].
Whatever form of a thing appears in the cognition, as, for example, something
white or non-white, it is an object in that form which is cognized.64
Thus, [it should be understood that] the roles of the means of cognition
{pramäna) and of the object to be cognized {prameya), corresponding to differences of [aspect of] the cognition, are [only] metaphorically attributed
(upacaryate) to the respective [distinctive] factor in each case,65 because [in
their ultimate nature] all elements of existence, [being instantaneous,] are
devoid of function {nirvyäpära).66
The same idea is stated [in the following verse].
k. 10. whatever the form in which it [viz., a cognition] appears,
that [form] is [recognized as] the object of cognition {prameya).
The means of cognition {pramäna) and [the cognition which is]
its result (phala) are respectively the form of subject [ in the cognition] and the cognition cognizing itself. Therefore, these
three [factors of cognition] are not separate from one
another. 67
Ha. How, then, is it understood that cognition has two forms? 68
k. llab. that cognition has two forms is [known] from the difference between the cognition of the object and the cognition
of that [cognition]; 69
The cognition which cognizes the object, a thing of color, etc., has [a twofold
appearance, namely,] the appearance of the object and the appearance of itself
[as subject]. But the cognition which cognizes this cognition of the object has
[on the one hand] the appearance of that cognition which is in conformity with
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the object and [on the other hand] the appearance of itself. Otherwise, if the
cognition of the object had only the form of the object, or if it had only the form
of itself, then the cognition of cognition would be indistinguishable from the
cognition of the object.70
Hb. Further, [if the cognition had only one form, either that of the object or of
itself,] then the object which was cognized by a preceding cognition could not
appear in a succeeding cognition. Why ? Because that [object of the preceding
cognition does not exist when the succeeding cognition arises and] could not be
the object of the latter.71 Hence it is proved that cognition has two forms.
Hc-1. [That cognition has two forms follows]
k. lie. later also from [the fact of] recollection—72
This [expression] "later also from [the fact of] recollection" (in k. lie) refers
back to "cognition has two forms" "(in k. llab). Some time after [we have perceived a certain object], there occurs [to our mind] the recollection of our cognition as well as the recollection of the object. So it stands that cognition is of
two forms.73 Self-cognition is also [thus established].74 Why?
k. lid. because it [viz., recollection] is never ofthat which has
not been [previously] experienced.75
It is unheard of to have a recollection of something without having experienced
[it before]. For instance, the recollection of a thing of color, etc. [does not arise
unless the thing of color or the like has been experienced].
Hc.2. Some may hold that cognition also, like a thing of color, etc., is cognized
by means of a separate cognition.76 This is not true because
k. 12a-bx. if a cognition were cognized by a separate cognition,
there would be an infinite regression—77
An infinite regression would result if a cognition were to be cognized by a
separate cognition.78 Why?
k. 12b2. because there is a recollection of this [separate cognition] too. 7 9
It must be admitted that this cognition by which the [previous] cognition is
cognized is [also] later recollected. [The later recollection of this separate cognition does not arise unless it is experienced.] So, if it should be that this
[separate] cognition is experienced by the third cognition [so that it may be
recollected], there would be an infinite regression.
Hc-3.

k. 12cd. [further,] in such a case, there could be no motion [of
cognition] from one object to another. But actually such [a
movement of cognition] is accepted.80
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Therefore, self-cognition must be admitted. It itself is a result [of the act of
cognizing].
In this way it is established that perception is free from conceptual construction.

